• A fundamental cognitive tradeoff (explore/exploit in the space of interpretations).
Organizational Learning
• If organizations have cognitive properties, can they change those properties as a result of experience? • How organizations and institutions are reconfigured in response to experience.
Eastern Airlines
• Lockheed L1011 (new autoflight system) NTSB recommendations
• Therefore the Safety Board recommends that the Federal Aviation Administration:
1. Require the installation of a switch for the L-1011 nose wheel light near the nose gear indicator optical sight. 2. Require, near the optical sight, the installation of a placard which explains the use of the system. 3. Require that the altitude select alert light system on the Eastern Airline configured L-1011 airplanes be modified to provide a flashing light warning to the crew whenever an airplane departs any selected altitude by +/-250 feet, including operations below 2,500 feet. • Fleet managers' policies: Use of FPA for guidance on visual approaches
• Airline: it increases the likelihood of stabilized approaches and successful landings. (reduces probability of go around).
• Manufacturer: it's an unsafe practice, because there are no criteria for discontinuing if visual contact is lost.
Blame and Shame Culture
• Every accident must be someone's fault • The responsible parties must be punished • Eliminating the "bad apples" will fix the system Overcoming Blame and Shame
FAA and NTSB
• FAA has the mission to investigate and punish. Examine accidents with intent to enforce existing regulations.
• NTSB was made independent of the FAA to separate investigation from enforcement and regulation. Examine accidents with intent to improve the safety of the system. • The collection of objective data, without human intervention can allow dangerous trends to be identified and intervention steps taken to prevent accidents.
• The law, lawyers and the litigation process, may appear to be interfering with the worthy safety goals of FOQA • However, the freedoms of a democratic society can only be protected when the competing legal rights of all parties involved are protected.
FOQA Data
• Objective data collected from airplane sensors • High sample rate on all of the parameters sampled by the "black-box" (flight data recorder), plus many more.
• Example data: the number of overly hard landings performed in one month, the duration of engine over temperature conditions, or how many times an unusually high descent rate was used on an approach.
FOQA worries: inhibitions to the free flow of information
• That the FOQA data will be used by the FAA for enforcement actions against pilots and carriers; • That the data, once turned over to the FAA, will be made available to the media, litigants and the public, under The Freedom of Information Act ("FOIA"); • That data will be acquired by subpoena during the discovery process in civil lawsuits and be used to establish liability; • Notice the interactions of the internal FOQA loop with other information loops.
Immunity for the Airline and for pilots
• The FAA will not use the operator's FOQA data for enforcement purposes except for criminal and deliberate acts. -From now on, the primary challenges are human and social.
• What are the consequences of interventions? 
